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ABSTRACT
Everyday users are confronted with increasingly complex technolo-
gies, be that novel introductions or ever-changing and expanding 
familiar interfaces. This creates the challenge of users needing to 
perpetually discover new functionality and interactivity, which is 
rarely addressed when novel technology is proposed. A possible
contributing factor for this, is the variety of, often inconsistently 
defined, associated concepts and a consequent lack of clarity on 
how to address these problems. We examine usage and definitions
of discoverability as well as related concepts and offer clarifications 
where definitions are ambiguous while highlighting focus areas and
limitations. In doing so, we provide a clear definition of discover-
ability, underscore the separation of system, feature and interaction
discoverability and elucidate how other concepts focused on initial 
interactions differ.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In an increasingly complex technological world, the first condition
for allowing one to operate interactive systems is the ability to 
detect and properly interpret what we are confronted with. This
is reflected in usability guidelines highlighting how important it
is for users to be able to “figure out what actions are possible [with
a system] and where and how to perform them” [94] or stating that 
“I should be able to “get it” — what it is and how to use it — without
expending any effort thinking about it” [63]. According to these 
guidelines, systems should be designed to support the users’ initial
recognition and comprehension of its features. However, modern 
computing systems often fail to support their own discovery. This
is exemplified by a New York Times article stating the majority of 
users were not using the iPhones 3D touch capacity, simply because

Author's version.

they were unaware of it, highlighting “it’s not something you can
really see [...] people don’t understand it” [41]. Subsequently, the
3D touch functionality was phased out and, in 2019, replaced with
“haptic touch”. This illustrates how novel interaction methods, that
do not facilitate their own discovery, may fail to be adopted in
commercial products.

Such commerical products as well as HCI research increase the
prevalence of the discoverability problem by perpetually proposing
novel interaction devices, techniques, applications and function-
alities, without, or with little, consideration of how their future
users would know how to utilize them. Instead, research focuses
primarily on the feasibility of reliable interaction recognition on
the system side [48, 69, 108] rather than the user’s awareness and
comprehension of the technique itself. As the iOS 3D touch exam-
ple shows, this might prove detrimental for widespread adoption.
While such considerations may not be the priority of research publi-
cations, the introduction of novel interaction methods without any
regard of how the user would become aware of them, disregards an
important factor of how this interaction would work outside of a lab
setting. Be it in research papers or commercial products, system and
interaction design generally overlooks how users initially recognize
and perform interactions with proposed novel input techniques and
functionalities. While this consideration may be most pertinent in
products being introduced to a large audience, it should be made at
all stages of development. This does not necessarily imply an all
encompassing need for design changes, but a need for deliberate
examinations of the design and how its functionality is conveyed
to intended users.

However, this need is difficult to address, as there is little knowl-
edge of how initial interaction1 with these novel systems, input
techniques and functionalities should be facilitated.

A possible reason for this knowledge gap lies in the wide vari-
ety of technical terms used in this context such as affordance [60],
learnability [46] and discoverability [94], which have frequently
been defined in fuzzy ways. While some of these have been clar-
ified through extensive surveys [46, 84], their inconsistent usage
persists. Additionally, the variety of terminology complicates the
collection of relevant related work. This illustrates the importance
of semantics and terminology, as [50] highlights “the terms we use
for concepts are not inherently important, but the semantics behind
the terminology commands our attention” .

The term learnability has been investigated in depth, however
its considerations often focus on specific aspects related to perfor-
mance while also covering a timeframe beyond initial interactions.
Similarly, discoverability has been primarily investigated in very

1In the remaining of the document, we may use the term “initial interaction” alone to
refer to the first time a user successfully interacts with a novel system, input technique
or functionality.
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narrow contexts such as public displays or voice and gesture user
interfaces as well as in conjunction with learnability. By often being
considered solely as a means to achieve learnability [35, 39], discov-
erability does not receive the attention nor the holistic investigation
its pervasive effects should command.

In an attempt to clarify this situation, we review discoverability
and its usage in the context of HCI. We then expand our survey
to incorporate other concepts concerned with the initial stages of
first-time interactions and found various terms are used to describe
related interaction phenomena. To clarify these terms, with often
ambiguous usage or definitions, we analyse how they have been
utilized. We then contrast the surveyed terms in order to elucidate
and highlight their different focal points, which address specific
interaction problems, as well as their limitations and relation to
one another.

In doing so, we provide an extensive literature review of discov-
erability, illustrating its many different application areas in HCI and,
through highlighting the differentiation of what needs to be discov-
ered, emphasize its importance. We offer a clear and comprehensive
definition. Further, we highlight the variance of semantically re-
lated terms that have been used interchangeably and advocate for
their separate consideration. Consequently, we show how the im-
portance of supporting discovery is a well known problem, which
suffers a lack of recognition due to a lack of clarity, which we aim
to provide.

2 THE PROGRESSION OF INITIAL
INTERACTIONS

First time interactions with something that is novel to a user follows
a given path. We present a basic timeline in Figure 1 in order to
clearly communicate which part of an interaction we refer to in
later sections.

First, an interaction needs to be triggered. This can happen
through multiple factors, for example internally through a goal
to interact, curiosity, happenstance or errors, as well as externally
through examples, word of mouth or instructions. For example,
seeing someone else use a feature might trigger a user to seek out
said feature, or a user might accidentally encounter new interaction
methods by failing to perform another one correctly (e.g. trying to
tap a button but lingering too long and performing a long-press
instead). As the final example suggests, for some interaction trig-
gers the encounter with an object happens simultaneously while
for others, like the first example, an encounter follows the inter-
action trigger. This is then followed by perception which depends
on the sensory affordance [50] of the object in question as well as
considerations of attention and awareness. If the user perceives the
object, they then process what they perceive [21]. Given they arrive
at an accurate conclusion of what they are perceiving , they com-
prehend what they are interacting with. To illustrate, consider the
previous example of a user lingering on a button for too long. They
may perceive a difference in feedback to the intended "tap" inter-
action. To successfully discover the interaction method, they need
to then comprehend that the difference in outcome was caused by
the difference in their input. This then allows users to consciously
interact with something and, depending on the difficulty of the
interaction, immediately or eventually successfully interact with

the object. While interactions like a variance in touch duration can
be performed successfully immediately upon comprehension, other
interactions like gestures [13, 77] or input sequences [110] may
require repeated attempts.

3 DISCOVERY IN HCI
The initial discovery of interaction possibilities is the basis that
allows users to engage with and utilize interactive technology. Such
discoveries rely, before all else, on the potential user’s ability to
perceive relevant parts of the system, comprehend them as such and
interpret their functionality correctly.

However, initial perception and comprehension of systems and
interactivity are inhibited by progressively more complex technol-
ogy, which allows for a wide variety of functions and different
input methods. This is exacerbated as visual guidance is reduced
to avoid cluttering interfaces [99, 100]. Consequently, initial, intu-
itive perception and understanding of interaction opportunities and
features is progressively harder to achieve. The resulting lack of
comprehension of, or complete obliviousness to, the tools available
to a potential user can lead to either complete disregard of a system
or missed opportunities to use a system to its full potential [6, 55].
This creates a significant issue, not only for designers wanting their
system to be used, but also for potential users that would benefit
from, or are required to interact with, a system they fail to recognize
or comprehend.

In an effort to investigate the persistence of discovery problems
and possible solutions, we survey the concept of discoverability, its
application areas and proposed definitions.

3.1 Surveying Discoverability
Definitions and application of the term discoverability vary, but
generally describe users encountering something new that they
were not previously aware of, therefore discovering it.

The concept of discoverability is widely used in the context of
content discovery within search engines, databases and library sys-
tems [74, 85]. This focuses on improving the likelihood of users
encountering content relevant to them such as media, websites,
datasets, social media profiles or academic research without search-
ing for it specifically. However, our focus is on discoverability that
facilitates and improves interactions. In the context of usability and
human-computer interaction, the term discoverability was popu-
larized by Don Norman, who describes it through the following
question:

“Is it possible to even figure out what actions are possible
and where and how to perform them?” [94, p.3]

However, this definition incorporates multiple concepts both
through the questionswhat, where and how and the fact that actions
can be performed by both the user and the system, making the focus
of this definition ambiguous. In the context of HCI, discoverability
can be split into three different focus areas: System, Interaction
and Feature. System discoverability is focused on whether potential
users notice the overall system and recognize it as something they
can interact with, for example that a public display is interactive in
a mall. Interaction discoverability is concerned with whether users
can identify and comprehend novel interaction and input methods
when they encounter them without instruction or guidance, for
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Timeline Interaction 
Trigger Encounter Perception Compre-

hension
Conscious 
Interaction

Successful 
Interaction

Figure 1: Conceptual timeline of the different stages of initial interaction, moving from before the interaction is initiated to successful
interaction.

example that a force press can be performed on an iOS icon to reveal
a menu. Finally, feature discoverability covers the user’s ability to
discover features or functionality they were previously unaware of
while using a system, for example a new tool in a graphics editor
like Adobe Photoshop.

While this separation between different discoverabilities has
been implicit with research specifying a focus on interaction dis-
coverability [23] or feature discoverability [112], these focus areas
have not been collated and considered in relation to one another.
This is unfortunate given that, even though they are separate con-
siderations, they are interconnected. System discoverability is a
precondition for users to discover different aspects of said system.
Similarly, features can only be accessed and discovered if the user
is able to successfully interact with the system by being able to
discover the interaction methods available to them. Furthermore,
while features may be accessible through a variety of input methods,
often times novel input methods also reveal new features linked to
them exclusively. For example, the shake-to-undo function on iOS
previously was the only way to activate system-level undo, making
the discovery of the interaction method (shaking) crucial to the
discovery of the undo feature. The clarification of what needs to be
discovered is essential when examining the connection of different
discoveries since they may not always be facilitated through the
same measures.

To summarize, discoverability is always concerned with the user
becoming aware of and comprehending something. What a user
can or should discover can be separated into 3 categories illustrated
figure 2. The following sections consider these different focal points
of discoverability in more detail.


1 System The discovery of interactive
systems overall.
2 Interaction The discovery of actions
a user can perform.
3 Feature The discovery of actions a
system can perform.

Figure 2: Separation of three types of discoveries

System Discoverability. In the context of complete systems, the term
discoverability is often used to describe the user’s overall awareness
of a system’s existence and interactivity. As such it is commonly
considered in the context of sensing systems [14] and public dis-
plays aiming to attract users. [23] describes the discoverability
process for large public displays as “the process through which a
user transitions from being unaware of the system to interacting with

it to, eventually, effectively using the system” , with the particular
aim to focus on the earlier stages of display interaction. Their work
focuses on capturing attention and consequently guiding interac-
tions [25], appropriate methodology to study attraction power of
interactive public displays [26] and ultimately how to increase ca-
sual engagement with large, public interactive displays [24]. Other
examples of system discoverability investigations include public
polling interfaces [52], multiplayer games [29] and the transition
between implicit and explicit interaction [121].

Similar research has been conducted without explicitly refer-
encing discoverability, including investigations of “how passers-by
notice the interactivity of public displays” [89] by evaluating how
visual feedback to incidental movements by potential users in front
of the display effectively communicates interactivity and invites
interaction.

Once investigations of discoverability go past initially attracting
users, getting their attention and making them aware of the system,
research can move into the territory of interaction discoverability
as designers want potential users to understand how to interact
with their system.

Interaction Discoverability. Interaction discoverability describes the
ability of users to notice and identify interaction and input pos-
sibilities they were previously unaware of. As such, the focus of
interaction discoverability research is often on overall novel in-
terfaces such as Voice User Interfaces (VUIs) [39, 61, 73, 103] or
Embodied Interactions [19, 20, 40]. Other examples are interactions
with, among others, tabletops [49], mid-air gestures [77, 123], in-
teractive touch surfaces [42–44], VR objects [91] or smart textiles
[97]. Notably, both VUIs and embodied interactions commonly lack
visual signifiers suggesting the possible interactions to new users.
These examples indicate that the discoverability of interactionmeth-
ods is primarily studied if researchers or designers, proposing a new
method, already presume discoverability to be an issue. However,
novel interactions in traditional interfaces, that users are not aware
of, such as keyboard shortcuts on desktop, force-press on mobile
and gestures on both, similarly present discoverability problems
that designers commonly overlook. Further, the majority of interac-
tion methods examined are yet to be established with a wide user
base and therefore lack the advantage of similar interactions with
other devices aiding the discoverability of the input methods in
question. Meanwhile the discoverability of generally established
interactions, that may be novel to users due to unfamiliar context,
is generally ignored. As public displays also commonly employ
less established interaction techniques than devices designed for
personal use, research about their design often includes consider-
ations of how to communicate their interaction possibilities and
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functionalities. In this context, a lack of interaction discoverability
has also been termed interaction blindness [96], while systems with
well supported system and interaction discoverability have been
termed walk-up-and-use systems [31, 80], implying the perception
and comprehension of interaction to be inherent to the system.

Feature Discoverability. Feature discoverability describes the ability
of users to discover individual parts and features of a system they
were previously unaware of.

Reports [47, 116] suggest that only around 20% of features within
applications are commonly used. While this can partially be attrib-
uted to some features not being of any interest or use to some of the
users, other features are simply never discovered. This discovery is
often times hindered by the fact that the system is functional and
the user is able to perform a majority of their intended actions with-
out being aware of all features at their disposal. This can especially
be the case if users are not encouraged to explore further options
because, what a new feature offers, can be achieved in another,
potentially more strenuous, way that the user is already aware of.
On the other hand, if users are not at all aware of the existence
of a function in the system they are interacting with, their lack of
expectation and familiarity may lead to them overlooking potential
signifiers. Another example of features suffering discoverability
problems are items hidden deep in the hierarchical menus [2] which
are not explored by users or features that are simply overlooked
because they are not essential to the user.

While feature discoverability has not been addressed in a holistic
fashion, it has been explored in specific areas. For example, research
in this category considers issues in software development [33, 35,
78, 101, 118] or the discoverability of applications [54] and menus
[111] in public displays. Similarly, the discoverability of existing
and new functionality for operating systems [98] and applications
[86] is explored.

Furthermore, feature discoverability is considered without ex-
plicit reference to the concept, for example, by [27]. They describe
vocabulary extension (for example increasing knowledge of key-
board shortcuts) as one domain of performance improvement. Un-
der this term they consider ways to help users broaden their knowl-
edge of the range of available functions in an interface, which
mirrors feature discoverability when successfully implemented.

3.2 Defining Discoverability
While considering the same notion and process, all of the “discover-
abilities” identified are focused on different aspects of an interaction
(i.e. system interactivity overall, possible user actions or possible
system actions). This illustrates how varied the understanding, of
what discoverability describes, is. Despite these discrepancies, dis-
coverability is rarely specified or defined.

The definitions that are offered in the literature vary widely in
scope and specificity. Some offer loose explanations of discoverabil-
ity such as “the effort required to locate or “discover” an application
amongst others” [54] or “the ability for users to find and execute
features through a user interface” [61]. Others define discoverability
specifically for their context like noting how “the “invisible” nature
of VUIs can challenge users’ ability to discover its capabilities and
limitations” [39] or how gestural interfaces “are not discoverable

in the sense that it is hard to know what gesture to do and we often
cannot look it up in the way we would look at a menu to see what
options are on it” [40].

Two comprehensive definitions that inform our understanding
of discoverability come from [22] and [114]. Cardello described
discoverability as users encountering “new content or functionality
that they were not aware of previously” . Srinivasan et al. consider
discoverability in the context of speech input commands and make
the important distinction of what discoverability entails in their
interpretation: “Discoverability, in this context, entails: (1) awareness
— making users aware of the operations that can be performed using
speech; and (2) understanding — educating users on how requests
should be phrased so the system can interpret them correctly” [114].
Combining these approaches, we consider discoverability as:

The ability for users to perceive and comprehend a system,
function or input method as such when encountering it,
despite a lack of previous awareness or knowledge. This may
be through intentional effort or serendipitously.
As such, discoverability covers the time period from interaction

being triggered, the user encountering and perceiving the system,
function or input method to the user comprehending what they
have encountered.

3.3 Designing for Discoverability
The varying definitions of the term discoverability have led to a
lack of clarity on how to design for it and even a discussion on
whether designing for discoverability is possible or desirable.

[39] look at improving design for discoverability of VUIs by sur-
veying previous projects with the same aim. Notably all surveyed
projects resort to converging purely voice-based interfaces with
visual assistance to improve discoverability, exemplifying the chal-
lenge of discovering interactivity that is not visually communicated.
They identify the characteristics “Visualizing what can be done” ,
“Visualizing what can be said” , “Visualizing New Discoveries” and
“Contextual Relevance” . Notably the differentiation of “what can
be done” and “what can be said” mirrors the discovery of features
and interactions while “visualizing new discoveries” and “contextual
relevance” can be seen as general principles when designing for
discoverability in VUIs.

The VoiceNavigator [28] included in this review, revealed an es-
tablished discoverability problem that accompanies the benefits
of visualization - clutter. When the display showed too many sup-
posedly helpful prompts, these discovery prompts fought for the
users’ attention and caused confusion and frustration rather than
easing the interaction. This problem is also discussed by [15] who
suggests that discoverability overall is a myth by arguing that if
everything is discoverable - nothing is. Maybe speaking hyperboli-
cally when making this initial argument he then goes on to discuss
the problem statement of clutter and makes the argument to priori-
tize discoverability of important and essential features over others.
This reasoning suggests not the absence or non-viability of discov-
erability but the importance of a hierarchy of discovery and proposes
a prioritization according to how commonly things are used by how
many people. He notes that there are exceptions to such hierar-
chies like essential tasks not often needed but enabling overall use
or safety as well as emergency features that, while hopefully not
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required, should be immediately discoverable and accessible should
the need arise. Although prioritization is an important guideline,
it should be noted that the one offered here is oversimplified as
many tasks can be achieved in multiple ways. Similarly, if a newly
introduced feature suffers from bad discoverability, it may be used
by very few people simply because potential users are not aware
of the option. While Berkun’s considerations are certainly relevant
and informwhat should be prioritized for discovery, they only graze
the question of how to make it discoverable by providing a list of
resources that can be utilized to “emphasize” things.

[111] note the scarcity of research focusing directly on designing
for discoverability in public displays. They reviewed existing lit-
erature and found that written instructions near the display aided
successful discovery (of the system as well as available interactions
and features) while also considering that ambiguity in design can en-
tice users to engage by appealing to their natural curiosity. Gradual
discovery, through scaffolding of continuously revealed elements,
was identified as a way not to overwhelm users and therefore ease
discoverability [56, 125]. This finding again supports the notion that
clutter or too much visual representation at once does not benefit
discovery. Additionally, they found that subtle animation can be
helpful to suggest to users that objects can be manipulated in a
certain way. They also noted, that touch gestures particularly suffer
from bad discoverability due to a lack of visible controls affording
manipulation [53]. Notably, such subtle animation has since been
implemented for Instagram Reels (Version 285.0.0.25.62), where
the possibility to swipe up to see the next video is occasionally
suggested by a small animation of the next video moving in from
the bottom. Seto et al. confirm the statement that animation can be
helpful to suggest interactions in their own experiment and add the
design recommendations, that interface elements be discernible by
utilizing universal GUI elements, and giving immediate feedback
to exploratory interactions.

Furthermore, their consideration of written instructions touches
on the use of external sources supporting discovery. Especially
complex systems designed for expert users are difficult to make
independently discoverable. Therefore, designers circumvent hav-
ing everything discoverable by itself through the use of instructive
material like manuals. This creates different problems due to the
non-use of manuals [16]. There are attempts to rectify this issue,
while utilizing the benefits of formal instructions, by incorporating
instructive material in the system. One way to do so while avoid-
ing permanent changes is the temporary inclusion of UI elements
focused on aiding understanding. An example of this is the dis-
continued Microsoft Office Assistant attempt “Clippy” that offered
context-related tips. [58] describes this as onboarding, defining it
as “the process of getting users familiar with a new interface, using
dedicated flows and UI elements that are not part of the regular app in-
terface” . They do, however, highlight that “instructional onboarding
should not be used to supplement poor design” . While these methods
of supplementary material can be useful and are a necessary consid-
eration in novel user interfaces, inherent discoverability should not
be disregarded in favor of defaulting to discovery support through
explicit instructions of how to use a system. Rather designers should
aim to make the system communicate its interaction possibilities
independently wherever feasible.

Investigating this, [83] examined how novel input techniques
for smartphones can best be communicated to users and identi-
fied depiction (visualizing input techniques through icons), pop-up
(modal dialog shown when the technique is available) and tutorial
(centralized explanation of all available input techniques). Their
study revealed that depiction was preferred. However, they com-
ment that the most appropriate communication method depends
on the context of the interaction. Nonetheless, the preference for
depiction further supports the notion that instructive material is not
a sufficient, or popular, replacement of visual signifiers supporting
discovery.

Considering depictions, [66] investigated the understandability
of different visual presentation of single-handed microgestures and
extracted design guidelines on which features of such gestures
should be represented. Notably, they observed which microgesture
users thought to be possible given a visual representation, without
any prior knowledge of the available gestures. Their conclusion is
that in order to optimize understandability, the interface should
not present only the trajectory of the microgesture, but also the
actuator (the finger initiating the microgesture).

To assess how similar the discussed academic recommendations
are to practical applications, we reviewed tips and guidelines pro-
vided for interaction, usability and UX design to support discov-
erability. We limited our search of non-academic guidelines to im-
mediate search engine results for the terms “designing for discov-
erability” and simply “discoverability” to identify practical advice
that was commonly available and most likely to be accessed, read
and utilized widely. Through this we found and compared 4 articles
advising readers, two of which were quite detailed with 15 [126]
and 12 [12] tips respectively. The other two articles, took more
direct, feature focused, approaches and in doing so offered 5 [38]
and 3 [117] recommendations. The 2 more detailed articles had
5 overlapping recommendations, one of which was mirrored by
another of the shorter articles. They are as follows:

Design familiar interfaces: Follow universally accepted stan-
dards and design conventions to ease recognition for the user.
Group elements logically: Items with strong relationships or
similar functions should be grouped together.
Simplify: Reduce the number of available options to prioritize
important content over superfluous extras.
Consider size: Size interface elements appropriately to direct at-
tention towards key information. Both [126] and [38] note that
bigger elements are easier to discover.
Provide visual cues: Guide users towards what to do and see next.

These, as well as other parts of the full articles, have significant
overlap with the previously considered findings. Examples of rec-
ommendations or challenges identified are clutter [12, 15, 28], use
of hints and tips [58, 126], animation [12, 111] and prioritization
of what to emphasize [12, 15]. Notably, some of these guidelines,
such as a hierarchy of prioritization or grouping and simplifying
options, mainly apply to feature discoverability.
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3.4 Research Addressing Discoverability
The HCI research community frequently proposes novel features
and ways of interacting without considering how users would
discover this functionality (e.g. [7, 11, 45, 48, 69, 107, 108, 129]).
However, rare exceptions exist of authors who consider how to
alleviate this problem, although not always with explicit reference
to the concept of discoverability. These considerations take the form
of either attempting to make proposed novel interaction methods
discoverable from the beginning [8, 9, 37, 43, 123] or improving the
discoverability of existing features and input methods [43, 72, 81,
82, 111]. Additionally, existing designs are compared and evaluated
[39, 59, 111], adapted design procedures are suggested [19] and
study methodologies proposed [24, 26] in an effort to improve
discoverability.

For example, [8, 9] introduced the novel undo mechanism Dwell-
and-Spring and considered whether users would discover the tech-
nique. They found a lower discovery rate than expected and con-
cluded that there may be a trade off between the stronger feedfor-
ward required to improve discovery and the design aim of making
the mechanism easy to discard. [37] attempted to adapt hotkey use
for touch-based devices by testing different designs and found their
designs were discoverable and yielded efficient performance. [123]
explored how initial mid-air gestures on public displays may best
be revealed to potential users, fostering their discovery. They found
that temporal division, in which the running application is inter-
rupted to show the gesture on the full screen was most successful
and noted that the discovery of gestures was aided by imitation
of other users and competition within a group. Another approach
is taken by [77], who recognise the discoverability challenge for
around-device input and explore the feasibility of context aware
hints. They found that this guidance helped users discover their
interaction method.

While these explorations focus on the discoverability of inter-
actions they themselves introduce, other research focuses on im-
proving existing designs. [43] aim to improve the discoverability of
force sensitive text selection and introduce techniques that provide
improved feedback through visualization. Although they compare
the discoverability of their designs to the normal iOS design, they
informed participants beforehand that the touchscreen had force
sensing capabilities and found that all overall techniques were dis-
covered by participants while parts of them remained unclear to
some. [81] created Patina, a system visualizing usage data in order
to replicate usage clues through wear and tear in physical objects.
One of the benefits of the displayed usage heatmaps they consider
is “exposing functionality relevant to a specific document” , which in
turn eases the discovery of these functionalities. While a short-term
internal deployment had users reporting increased exploration out
of curiosity what others were using, the limitations of the study
make it unclear whether these effects would persist. Nonetheless
the study results, similarly to [123], point towards a social com-
ponent of discoverability. [34] built a puzzle game in an effort
to improve learning through discovery-based games. The design
aimed to incentivize the users independent discovery of different
features within Photoshop through gamification. Furthermore, com-
mand recommendation systems have been explored [72, 82] which
suggest unused or novel commands relevant to the user or task

in an attempt to improve and foster the discoverability of these
commands. Finally, [19] consider how design methodology can be
optimized to elicit discoverable full body interaction movements.

Additionally, some studies include partial considerations of dis-
coverability. [17] consider whether different feedback successfully
communicates the success of the interaction but do not expand on or
study whether this feedback and feedforward aids in the discovery
of the methods. [42] claim the design of their technique improved
discoverability, but do not include a study confirming that assertion.
[1] list discoverability as one of their goals and gave participants
time for independent discovery within their study before being
introduced to the remaining functionality that was not discovered.
They report “encouraging” results that participants were able to
discover functionality on their own but do not share any concrete
data regarding discovery.

While these considerations confirm the continued consideration
and relevance of discoverability, they are rare in comparison to
the number of novel interaction techniques and systems proposed
every year, not to mention persisting discoverability problems in
existing systems.

4 RELATED INTERACTION CONCEPTS
Given the prevalence of difficulties with initial interactions, but
also the lack of clear characterization, significant research has been
conducted to examine, ease and improve the beginning phases of
interaction. This research uses and introduces a range of terms to
summarise these difficulties which, like discoverability, have been
used with varying definitions and interpretations. This has resulted
in differing interaction concepts being used to describe overlap-
ping problem statements. Their close semantic relation and them
being applied to similar interaction contexts, have further led to
confusion, with these terms being used in conjunction or even inter-
changeably [39, 61, 87]. Consequently, which term is being used to
describe a specific problem may vary between researchers, making
a comprehensive look at the problem statement, and research ad-
dressing it, difficult. As [5] point out when considering “intuitive” ,
which is yet another word often used with inconsistent definitions
when describing initial interaction goals, “a rich and evokative word
[...] is wasted as long as it sits in a fog of uncertain association” . The
following section will examine how various concepts, which are
important to initial interactions and related to discovery, have been
used and defined. Further it will highlight how their different focus
points differentiate them from discoverability and one another and
why their separate consideration matters.

The lack of consistency in how discoverability is defined and
used as well as the overlap with concepts considered here led us to
approach the problem through a scoping review [65, 102] in order
to explore which concepts are used as well as why and how they dif-
fer. We combined multiple methods to identify relevant terms. Due
to the vast amount of interaction concepts connected to discovery,
we limited this investigation to interaction research concepts that
describe the users ability to interact with and comprehend a sys-
tem initially. Following an exploratory approach we first identified
concepts that were commonly linked with discoverability within
the literature identified when clarifying discoverability (e.g. learn-
ability and findability [22, 38, 126]). We then expanded our search
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to definitions of concepts in standard work that closely resemble
definitions of discoverability (e.g. navigability [105]). In addition,
we examined semantically related words to the verb discover. Find,
learn and notice all appear alongside multiple other synonyms. We
then confirmed whether these terms are used within HCI litera-
ture to describe problems around initial interactions and identified
findability, learnability, noticeability as proposed concepts whose
definitions and usage overlaps with discoverability. Finally, we
identified terms that appeared repeatedly in the literature examin-
ing discovery and the initial stages of interaction (e.g. guessability
and communicability). Subsequently, we examined the validity of
our selection through investigating definitions and usages of the
identified concepts.

While this selection of concepts is broad and highlights how
many approaches focus on different aspects of initial interactions,
wemake no claim to cover all relevant interaction concepts. Nonethe-
less, the following section covers the concepts most frequently
overlapping with, or considered alongside, discoverability.

4.1 Learnability
In HCI, the beginning phases of interaction have been primarily
examined in the context of learning how to interact with the system.
Consequently, learnability is the most commonly used term to de-
scribe the users’ first understanding and subsequent improvement
when using an interactive system.

The [46] survey of learnability research found that, while there
was an agreement among researchers that learnability is an im-
portant aspect of usability, there was a lack of consensus in the
definition, evaluation and improvement of learnability in user in-
terfaces. They grouped definitions into two main categories: initial
learnability and extended learnability. The definitions falling under
initial learnability concerning themselves with new users gaining
proficiency with a system and extended learnability definitions ex-
panding this, to incorporate long-term learning and mastering a
system. A brief survey of literature related to learnability since
then shows that definitions widely appear to still align with the
categorization established by Grossman et al., with some publi-
cations focusing on initial learnability [4, 39, 87] and others on
extended learnability [3, 36, 71, 79]. Some also directly cite this
survey [36, 39, 71, 79, 87], suggesting that the compilation and clar-
ification of learnability definitions has been embraced and utilized.
The scope of these definitions has been discussed, with [79] as well
as [109] arguing that the assessment of initial learnability, while cru-
cial for the study of the system, at best represents a measure of the
system’s intuitiveness. Notably, Santos and Badre’s considerations
predate Grossman et al.’s survey. They use the term “initial learn-
ability” to describe learnability for first-time users. Neither they nor
Marrella and Catarci explicitly define intuitiveness. Nonetheless,
the separation of learnability into initial and extended illustrates
the broad use of the term in both time frame and scope.

When specifically considering initial interactions, initial learn-
ability is the pertinent consideration and a part of the success
of those interactions. Initial learnability is commonly used as a
performance measure for interaction occurring for the first time.
Literature examining it concerns itself with users performing well
in a task [4, 39] and how initial usage may be easily facilitated and

improved. Notably, initial learnability often does not address the
first identification of a system, function or input method as such
and largely fails to address interactions happening without specific
intent.

Nonetheless, learnability is often mentioned in conjunction or
synonymously with discoverability [39, 61, 87]. Many of the offered
explanations of discoverability either allude to or directly reference
learnability by referring to discoverability as “a means to achieve
learnability” [39] or describing discoverability as a challenge one
is confronted with then trying to learn a system [35]. Furthermore,
definitions of discoverability as, for example, “the ability with which
a user can find features of the system to increase proficiency over
time” [101] resemble those offered for learnability. It is therefore
no surprise that the differentiation of the terms can be ambiguous.

Differentiation between Discoverability and Learnability. Since the
concepts of discoverability and learnability have often been used in
conjunction or defined interchangeably, it is pertinent to highlight
their differences to emphasize the importance of separate consid-
erations of discoverability. To elucidate these differences, Figure 3
depicts a timeline of initial interactions and where each concept
applies.

As an example, a user we name Alice, who is taking pictures on
her phone, tries to swat away a fly that keeps landing on it. In the
process she twists the phone twice, triggering the “Switch Camera”
function, changing from themain camera to the front facing-camera.
The unintentional action triggers the interaction and leads to her
first encounter with the function. Notified by the vibration of the
phone, she realizes something happened and inspects her phone,
noticing the camera view has switched - her first perception of the
function. If she is able to deduce that the movement of her hand has
triggered the function (comprehension) she has successfully discov-
ered it. If she does not understand this connection, she finishes this
interaction without discovering the feature. The actual interaction
with or usage of the feature is not part of discoverability. Her ability
to utilize this feature is covered by learnability. There is a separa-
tion between conscious and successful interaction since, depending
on the complexity of the interaction, successful interaction may
require skills beyond the simple understanding of the action. Initial
learning covers how to first consciously and intentionally use the
feature successfully, while extended learning covers perfecting its
usage by incorporating it seamlessly into her usual interaction.

When considering the abstract sequence in Figure 3, note that,
while it depicts one isolated interaction, discoveries and learning
can happen continuously and concurrently as users encounter new
interactivity within a system and during other interactions. Further-
more, although the diagram suggests a strict separation between
serendipitous and intentional interaction, these commonly overlap.
Discoverability and learnability are each more applicable to the
circumstance they are placed in, but they can both occur serendipi-
tously or intentionally.

To elucidate how this timeline applies in an intentional con-
text, we again use Alice as an example user. After she discovered
the "Switch Camera" function, she is now curious if there is other
functionality she doesn’t know about. The interaction overall is trig-
gered by her curiosity rather than the previous accident. Through
this the entire discovery phase falls into the category of Conscious
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Figure 3: Timeline of progressing initial interaction. Both discoverability and learnability apply during this timeframe and influence the
interaction’s occurrence and success.

Interaction. She encounters a "More settings" button and discovers
the option to use gestures on the volume keys and double taps
on the screen to optimize her camera usage. As she is consciously
exploring and seeking out functionality, encounter and perception
are likely to coincide and immediately followed by comprehension.
The functionality is displayed (encounter) and as she is consciously
exploring she immediately sees (perceives) it. In the case of function-
ality in menus (such as this example) this is most likely followed
by immediate comprehension.

While both examples here involve direct interaction, in other
cases external interaction triggers such as examples may lead to
discovery without any action from the user as they encounter
functionality passively through someone else’s action. If they still
perceive the action and reaction and comprehend their connection
they may discover functionality without ever interacting.

Overall, discoverability precedes and triggers learning. If a po-
tential user encounters functionality but does not notice or compre-
hend it as such, they are unlikely to interact with it consciously or
retain information that would allow improvement of the interaction.
However, learnability exceeds discoverability in both scope and
time frame as it continues long beyond the initial interaction. Even
initial learnability, which is generally focused on the interactions
of first-time users, succeeds the discovery phase by encompassing
the user’s ability to perform the interaction successfully. As Berkun
notes, “discoverability does not guarantee success” [15]. He argues
that simply being able to discover something, does not necessarily
mean people can, or know how to, use it. For example, users being
confronted with a keyboard and being able to understand that they
can press the WASD keys to interact with a desktop game does
not guarantee they will deduce how to use said controls to play
a game. Additionally, if the interaction through those keys in the
game is challenging, the sole discovery of the interaction method
does not facilitate successful usage. Thus, discoverability is not a
measure of efficiency or improvement. In contrast, learnability is
often considered in the context of performance. Accordingly, con-
siderations of it generally assume the users know how to perform
certain interactions even when encountering the system for the
first time. Consequently discoverability is a precondition for the
learnability of interactions and features the user is unfamiliar with.
In order to learn how to use something, one has to first become
aware of and comprehend its existence.

When learnability is examined as a whole, this often incorpo-
rates discoverability. However the prevalence of interaction failures

due to discovery problems shows that the two concepts should
be considered independently before any conjoined examinations.
Nonetheless both phenomena occur within a similar timeframe of
initial interaction and occur successively. They may therefore be
influenced by similar factors.

4.2 Communicability
Communicability as a concept within Human Computer Interac-
tion originated in the context of Semiotic Engineering by Clarisse
de Souza. [32] describe communicability as “the distinctive quality
of interactive computer-based systems that communicate efficiently
and effectively to users their underlying design intent and interactive
principles” . In an earlier publication [104] describe a communica-
bility evaluation method aimed at “measuring whether the software
successfully conveys the users the designers’ intentions and interac-
tive principles” . How such system communication is presented was
investigated by [83] and is discussed in Section 3.3.

In summary, communicability describes the system’s ability to
communicate its purpose and interactivity to the user. It presents
a system perspective of the discovery and comprehension process
but without actually focusing on whether or not users will perceive
these principles.

Differentiation from Discoverability. Communicability, in contrast
to discoverability presents a solely system based approach. As such
it considers how a system communicates with the user but is not
focused on a specific phase of interaction. Furthermore, discover-
ability includes interaction triggers in the environment, user char-
acteristics as well as the context of interactions occurring which
communicability, due to its system focus, does not.

4.3 Navigability
Due to the spatial connotation of the word “navigate”, navigability
has been used substantially in literature concerned with navigable
media such as 3D environments and how to create them [30, 122,
124]. However, it has also been defined in broader terms. [105]
describe navigability with the question “Is it obvious what to do
and where to go in an interface?” while [115] define navigability
simply as “Ease of navigation” (of webpages). This discrepancy and
vagueness present an issue when considering that a substantial
amount of literature mentioning or focused on navigability does
not offer a definition [51, 67, 68, 113].
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Given the differences in definition it is necessary to clarify that
we consider navigability as the ability of a system to communi-
cate to the user how to (optimally) move through it considering
location and timing in the context of this work. Whether a system
successfully guides a user through which options are available to
them at a given time and aids them in moving towards intended
interactions, influences the success of initial interactions. This is
especially due to the user’s initial lack of independent knowledge
of available content and what to do when.

Generally, navigation assumes a destination, leading to this term
being primarily used when describing users with concrete inten-
tions and purpose. Navigating without a concrete goal e.g. survey-
ing in a leisurely and casual manner has been described as browsing
(Oxford Languages) and relies on similar characteristics.

Differentiation from Discoverability. While there is no evidence of
these concepts having been used interchangeably, the proximity
and relation of their focus points make their conjoined consid-
eration helpful to clarify how they differ. While discoverability
includes considerations of awareness and how users notice inter-
actions, navigability is focused on how to move through a system
considering timing and location. Consequently good navigability
can aid discoverability by easing access to different parts of a system
and emphasizing those relevant to the interaction context. Notably
navigability is especially relevant when considering the discovery
of features.

4.4 Findability
In HCI findability was introduced in the context of finding individ-
ual websites on the internet by [88] and has since been adapted to a
much broader scope of describing “the degree to which a particular
object is easy to discover or locate” [105] or “how easy is it to navi-
gate and locate objects in the system” [95]. [22] defines findability
as “users can easily find content or functionality that they assume is
present in a website” .

For the understanding of findability in this context we adapt
Cardello, to include other functionalities and usage contexts than
websites, and consider findability as the ability to locate or come
upon a system, feature or input method the user knows or assumes
to exist within their current usage context through conscious effort.
As such it requires the previous knowledge or assumption of the
user that something they want to find is present somewhere in the
system. It therefore presumes the user knows what they are looking
for, and is concerned with how they know where to find it. As such,
navigability enables findability by allowing potential users to move
through a system to locate what they are searching for.

Overall, the ability to locate a system, feature or input method
greatly influences the user’s ability to begin interacting with it
since if they fail to do so, they never encounter the interaction in
question.

Differentiation from Discoverability. [22] differentiates discoverabil-
ity and findability through the users previous knowledge and aware-
ness, defining findability as “users can easily find content or func-
tionality that they assume is present in a website” , and contrasting
it with discoverability defined as “users encounter new content or
functionality that they were not aware of previously” . Findability,

through the implication of searching to find, is intentional while
discoverability can be both intentional and serendipitous. Addi-
tionally findability assumes the awareness of the user and their
conscious pursuit of a goal.

4.5 Guessability
Guessability has been defined as a quality “of symbols which allows
a user to access intended referents via those symbols despite a lack of
knowledge of those symbols” [127] as well as a measure, considering
it as “the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with which specified
users can complete specified tasks with a particular product for the
first time” [57]. However, guessability is most commonly used in
the context of guessability studies who often focus on gesture-based
interactions [70, 92, 106, 120, 128]. [120] describe “Guessability or
user-elicitation studies” as useful as their results “allow building
general taxonomies or specific gestures when a high agreement rate is
observed among participants” who are “prompted to create gestures
for a particular action, with no given training or feedback” .

Consequently, guessability is frequently being considered as a
methodology to evaluate other usability principles or inform the
design process rather than a principle to be defined separately. How-
ever, when considered as an independent concept, as the definitions
provided show, guessability has been used to describe both, a qual-
ity of a system, and a measure of how well this quality facilitates
interaction.

We follow Wobbrock et al.’s definition of guessability as a qual-
ity, but extend it past the original definition focused on symbols,
to incorporate all parts of a system. Consequently, we consider
guessability as the quality of the system allowing first time users
to estimate the function of systems, features or input methods they
encounter despite a lack of prior knowledge of them. This definition
makes the importance of guessability to initial interactions obvious
as it is explicitly focused on initial, or first, interaction. The ability of
the user to guess the functionality of what they are presented with
alleviates the difficulties unique to initial interaction and increases
the likelihood of a successful interaction.

Guessability can aid discoverability, learnability, navigability
and findability by making it easier for users to approximate how
to interact with and navigate the system. It also contributes to the
overall communicability of the system.

Differentiation from Discoverability. In contrast to discoverability,
guessability does not incorporate considerations of awareness or
interaction context. It solely considers whether in the moment of
perception, the user can estimate the meaning of what they are
presented with without extended consideration, previous knowl-
edge or outside help. While this moment of perception necessarily
includes context, as users do not encounter anything in a vacuum,
guessability is focused on the immediate impression of the user
rather than a careful consideration of context. As such it aids discov-
erability but does not include considerations of how the encounter
in question came to be or what its outcome will be.

4.6 Noticeability
Noticeability describes the likelihood of something being noticed i.e.
capturing someones attention and making them conscious of some-
thing’s existence. In HCI, noticeability has been explored primarily
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in the context of notifications and interactivity. Considerations
around notifications commonly explore the impact of visual fea-
tures like size, color and motion of notifications as well as location
in the context of differing factors such as background [90], resem-
blance with a primary task [76], AR HMDs [64] and gaze contingent
positioning [62]. Explorations of noticeability of interactivity often
occur in the context of public displays, with both the system itself
and its interactivity needing to be noticed which is then followed
by thoughts on enticing engagement and facilitating understanding
[26, 90, 111]. However these considerations do not always explicitly
refer to the concept of noticeability. [123] measure a “noticeability
rate” which they define as the percentage of users that notice a
provided hint about interactivity on a public display. They explic-
itly separate this noticeability from comprehensibility which they
define as the percentage of users that understand the presented
interaction technique.

Differentiation from Discoverability. Noticeability, while possibly a
part of discoverability by focusing on the potential users perception
and attracting their attention, does not include considerations of
comprehension. As such, noticeability is often considered in con-
nection with system or interaction discoverability, especially in the
context of public displays. These examinations often explicitly sep-
arate noticeability from comprehensibility [123] or understanding
[89].

4.7 Elucidating Differences - How Do These
Concepts Compare

As is shown in the previous sections, various interaction concepts
have been used with inconsistent and overlapping interpretations
due to their semantic closeness and being applicable to a similar
timeframe. This section aims to elucidate the different focus areas
these concepts represent and how they relate to one another.

Figure 4 shows an expanded version of the sequence of actions
considered in Figure 3 in an aim to visualize the different focal
points and overlaps. While this is not a definitive classification,
it provides guidance for the general parts of initial interactions,
different concepts focus on. However, specific parts of the timeline
may vary depending on context. Additionally, while this selection
of terms is extensive, it is, by no means, exhaustive. Not only are
different terms introduced and redefined constantly, other concepts
are often used to describe similar problem statements from different
perspectives.

In contrast to all other concepts considered, communicability
applies to the entire timeframe presented in the sequence of ac-
tions, however it presents a focus on the system capabilities and
how they are communicated rather than the user interaction itself.
As such, it presents an overarching concept that highlights the
importance of system design aimed at communicating interaction
possibilities and outcomes to users, but does not focus explicitly on
initial interactions and the context surrounding and enabling the
interaction.

Navigability is focused on the comprehension of where and when
in order to facilitate movement through a system considering loca-
tion and timing. Consequently, a sufficient level of navigability is
necessary to enable findability. Without a comprehension of how

to move through a system, it would be impossible to locate spe-
cific parts of it which are not immediately presented in the user
interface.

While discoverability and findability cover a very similar time-
frame, findability focuses on specific circumstances where the in-
teraction trigger is invariably the users’ previous knowledge of the
interaction possibility and conscious desire to locate and utilize it.
As such all concerned interactions happen intentionally and focus
on the comprehension of where the desired feature is located. The
comprehension of what predates and motivates the interaction,
while questions of how exceed the focus of findability.

Noticeability tends to focus on facilitating or promoting percep-
tion of specific systems or system components. It does not include
considerations of comprehension or interaction and is generally
considered separate from understanding or enticing engagement.
Nonetheless, noticeability is crucial in enabling all other interaction
concepts as perception is a precondition for further consideration
and engagement.

Guessability reflects the aim to have comprehension occur con-
currently with perception. As such it is not concerned with how a
user encounters or eventually uses an interaction possibility, but is
solely concerned with whether the user can estimate the meaning
of what they are presented with. Consequently, good guessability
increases the likelihood of discovery and generally successful in-
teraction by focusing on easing the comprehension of what one is
confronted with.

Sorting these concepts along the presented timeline elucidates
their different focus areas while also highlighting why their us-
age varies and differentiation is difficult. As they are all focused
on aspects of initial interactions, they apply concurrently or in
close proximity and the successful implementation of focused con-
cepts, such as guessability, positively impacts all broader concepts
covering that interaction timeframe.

5 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we surveyed and clarified the different usages of
discoverability, how it has been defined and which contexts it is
applied to. In doing so, we introduced the separation of system,
interaction and feature discoverability. Subsequently, we surveyed
associated interaction concepts like learnability and contrasted
them with discoverability to highlight the significant overlap in the
usage of the terms while elucidating how they differ.

Through this we provide a broad overview of the many concepts
concerned with the ability to engage with technology without
previous knowledge or supplementary material and highlight the
different focal points previous research has considered.

While the selection of terms is extensive, it is, by no means,
exhaustive. Not only are different terms introduced and redefined
constantly, but other concepts are often used to describe similar
problem statements from different perspectives, making an exhaus-
tive list not only not feasible but also incomprehensible. We may
fail to include niche or yet-to-be-established concepts. However,
the breakdown of discoverability and initial interactions in more
elementary concepts, as well as the clarification of their temporal
articulation, paves the way for future explorations that can easily
incorporate additional terms, should they become established.
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Figure 4: Timeline of interactions showing at which points different interaction concepts apply. While this generic timeline presents a lot of
overlap with all concepts including some form of comprehension, they may only apply to very specific interactions which is not visually
represented here.

5.1 Importance of Clear Terminology for
Discoverability

Given the constant increase of technology in everyday life, as well
as the constant introduction of progressively complex and disparate
interaction methods, understanding and easing the discovery of
features and interactions is imperative. Despite extensive research
around “learning” and “affordances” this problem has not been
resolved, suggesting it is not sufficiently addressed through these
concepts. We argue that the clarification of concepts and terms
used in this context can contribute to both theoretical discourse
and practical design implications. As an example, affordances in
HCI were clarified by [84] breaking down the difference between
Gibsonian affordances and Norman’s perceived affordances. This
was expanded upon by [50] proposing a separation into cognitive,
physical, sensory and functional affordances, suggesting both the
usefulness of overarching concepts as well as the need to clarify
and break them down.

While the clear separation of different terms may appear triv-
ial on the surface, clear and shared terminology is crucial when
defining and exploring a research area. As [5] state, “There is no
such thing as just semantics. Semantics is all about the very mean-
ings of the words we use, the intention with which we use them, and
the understanding they create in our audience. In communication,
nothing is more important than semantics” . When the aim is to
address a widely established yet fuzzily defined problem such as
discoverability, we share the view of [50] that “shared meanings and
representations (through common language) are an absolute must” .

The differentiation and clarification of discoverability and related
terms helps to consolidate relevant research that uses varying terms
to describe similar problem statements while also exploring the
different focuses and approaches these terms originate from and
how they relate. As such, while not introducing novel concepts,
this review provides clear definitions and separations. These can
aid future research to clearly define the specific focal points of their
explorations and provide a convenient overview of concepts worth
looking into when exploring related work.

5.2 Impacting Factors
Having clarified the concept of discoverability, future research
should investigate more carefully which system or interaction de-
sign factors play a significant role in the discovery process. Previ-
ous work includes broad concepts aimed generally on the user’s
overall understanding (e.g. perceived affordances [93], cognitive
affordances [50]) as well as how the system may facilitate such an
understanding (e.g. signifiers [94], suggested interactivity [18] and
feedforward [119]). However these considerations do not provide
a holistic overview of factors that may impact initial interactions
and discoverability beyond their specific focal points.

5.3 Designing Discoverability Studies
While this paper provides a significant review of relevant definitions
and concepts, it also reveals a distinct lack of clearly established
and validated discoverability evaluation methodology. Among the
papers that do aim to examine discoverability, methodology varies
significantly, and, oftentimes the study design itself impacts the
discoverability it aims to measure.

Discoverability studies often focus around comparing the discov-
erability of different conditions [43, 111, 123]. They are conducted
as observational studies of publicly deployed prototypes [111, 123],
within tasks performed in laboratory settings [43] or on online
crowd-working platforms [37] as well as self-reported discovery
and perceived discoverability in surveys [100]. These studies, at
times, include results that show both the difficulty of achieving as
well as measuring discoverability, with [43] highlighting that no
participants discovered a particular feature within an interaction
method but “all participants suggested during the interview, however,
that they would have stumbled upon these features and eventually
figure them out” . [75] highlight how their study, investigating the
impact of signifiers for specific interactions on the perception of
affordances, does not measure discoverability as participants are
introduced to all interaction methods in question previously. This,
as well as the variance in approaches highlights the difficulty of
studying discoverability, with some studies including only vague
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observational data [1, 43], priming the participants towards discov-
ery by giving them tasks that reveal visual signifiers [8] or telling
participants about the presence of the targeted interaction method
[43, 75]. These concessions, which are likely made in an effort to
gather relevant data, however do mean that some studies claiming
to investigate discoverability, fail to do so. Studying discoverability
presents an inherent dichotomy between collecting relevant data
and increasing discovery through the study setup. If discovery is
necessary to complete a task, the overall input method is suggested,
participants are asked directly or given a task that strongly encour-
ages exploration, researchers are more likely to collect meaningful
results. However, these results do not truly reflect discoverability
as the interaction trigger, encounter and at times perception are
imposed through the study. Given these problem statements and
the lack of an existing benchmark, a more comprehensive review
of existing methods to evaluate the discovery of interactions and
features would be beneficial. This could lead to the elaboration of
dedicated experimental procedures tailored to the evaluation of
discoverability depending on circumstances and the researchers
specific interest areas. Finally, where current methodology falls
short, new approaches should be investigated to evaluate specifi-
cally initial interactions and discoverability more systematically.

6 CONCLUSION
Considering the frequency at which users have to discover novel
interactive systems or input methods, the fact that this problem
receives such little attention is troubling. Potentially, the problem
is deemed as not significant enough, or interaction designers still
believe that users will “eventually figure it out”. However, research
and commercial use suggest that the assumption of discovery be-
ing inevitable is unsubstantiated [10, 41, 100]. We suggest the HCI
research community should avoid the continued postponing or
marginalizing of discoverability problems and rather, allocate it the
attention and significance it necessitates. To initiate progress, it
is crucial to acknowledge the significance of small contributions
pertaining to discoverability. This is especially important consid-
ering that research inherently evolves through incremental steps,
steadily advancing with each small stride. Discoverability is a broad
problem, justifying the necessity to clarify it and break it down into
smaller, more understandable concepts. By clarifying discoverabil-
ity and associated initial interaction concepts, we provide a basis
for communication and highlight focus areas of future research. We
provide an extensive literature review focused on discoverability
and initial interactions, highlighting its importance and application
areas and in doing so offer a clear classification of what is to be
discovered as well as a definition. In addition, we draw attention
to the multiplicity of closely related terms that have been used
interchangeably. We differentiate these concepts by emphasizing
their distinct focus points and limitations, advocating for their sep-
arate consideration. Finally, we discuss future research directions
to improve the discoverability of systems, interaction and features.
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